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ON THE COVER 

The Campanile at Old Parkland
Dallas, Texas 

The Campanile is a landmark destination at the storied Old Parkland campus. It is a bell tower in the 
Jeffersonian style of architecture, aptly maintaining the aesthetic seen throughout the campus.

At approximately 220’ tall, it is the tallest privately built bell tower in the U.S. and has forever altered Dallas’ 
stunning skyline. It features a natural stone and brick façade, large-scale sculptures by renowned sculptor 
Alexander Stoddart, and a decorative clock on all four sides. 

The custom 13.5 ton, 9’ diameter single bell on the tower is named Horatio. A copper dome with a gilded 
bronze spire fittingly crowns the top of the building. 

The Campanile is our sixth project at Old Parkland. We previously designed and built the North campus and 
four buildings at its West Campus. 

The Beck Group led architecture, construction, and sustainability services for The Campanile.
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INTRODUCTION

THE BECK GROUP’S BIANNUAL COST REPORT IS HERE!

Each issue we produce looks at market pricing conditions in the regions and sectors we serve, and this one 
covers final building costs from January to June 2022. We also reflect on trends and challenges currently 
impacting project pricing. 

Our preconstruction team compiles local data and gathers inputs and research from sources like the AGC 
and Autodesk’s Construction Outlook. Lastly, our preconstruction directors provide perspectives on what is 
happening in their markets.

So, what’s our perspective on the current market?

We’re ushering in a new era in collaboration to manage costs and schedules. The industry benefits from solid 
activity; however, ongoing supply chain issues and material costs challenge owners, general contractors, and 
trade partners to strategize more creatively and act more urgently. As an owner, the predominant question is, 
are you prepared to keep up with the changing environment? 

On page 4, our Market Insights explains why you need to be ready. It includes a checklist of the strategies 
to discuss and employ to deliver successful projects together. We hope you study them and speak with your 
Beck Group team about how to plan for success.

Chad Schieber

Chief Marketing Officer

Brent Pilgrim

National Director of Preconstruction

www.beckgroup.com
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MARKET INSIGHTS

STRATEGIES FOR MANAGING
COST ESCALATION AND 
SUPPLY CHAIN DISRUPTIONS

Want to discuss using one or 
all of these strategies on your 
project? We’re ready to help. Get 
in touch with your Beck Group 
contact on page 18 today.

1.  Plan for frequent, open, and candid 
communication.

2.  Order and secure major equipment and 
components early.

3.  Get honest and be proactive about 
escalation:

• Early on, establish what escalation 
the budget assumes.

• Create contract strategies where 
the GC and owner acknowledge the 
escalation risk at the outset. 

• Establish escalation allowances on 
specific criteria with trade partners.

4.  Create material-specific allowances. 

5.  Streamline your internal approval 
process.

6.  Make early commitments to trade 
partners with unit price contracts.

7.  Confirm early commitments for 
curtainwall, HVAC, and electrical 
systems.

STRONG BUILDING ACTIVITY AND MATERIAL 
SHORTAGES DRIVE PROCUREMENT STRATEGY 
INNOVATIONS

A one-two punch of material and labor shortages is driving 
building costs through the roof. However, owners and 
general contractors can take steps to alleviate the supply-
demand imbalance.

The Beck Group proactively develops strategies to 
address inflationary pressure. We collect and disseminate 
information to owners and trade partners, allowing them 
to make decisions that keep budgets and schedules 
intact. For example, we create procurement packages to 
secure materials or equipment early, which also involves 
our design and construction teams sharing information to 
make purchases earlier.

Other strategies include using alternate materials instead of 
those with higher pricing and long lead times or changing 
the sequence of construction schedules. See the sidebar 
on this page for other ways to minimize project delivery 
problems. 

FIRMS FLUSH WITH BUILDING PROJECTS AMID 
SUPPLY CHAIN, LABOR ISSUES

As construction demand has soared, availability of some 
materials and sufficient skilled workers has not been able 
to keep pace. 

While low backlogs initially constrained upward supply-chain 
disruption pressure earlier in the pandemic, backlogs have 
been rapidly filling up over the last six to 12 months and 
supply-chain disruptions remain persistent, leading to 
increases that are higher than we’ve seen in decades.

A CLOSER LOOK AT ESCALATION: PAST, PRESENT, 
AND FUTURE

It’s no secret inflation remains elevated above the historic 
one percent inflation rate per quarter. Since our Winter 
2021 Cost Report, we have seen a peak in quarter-to-
quarter inflation. Six months since the report, it appears to 
be slightly easing. It’s important to clarify that costs are not 
decreasing; a more accurate description is that it’s “getting 
expensive less quickly.” 

www.beckgroup.com
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MARKET INSIGHTS
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Looking ahead, the graph below represents escalation’s current and potential impact in the next five months. 
Given the unpredictable market, we account for several scenarios: from moderate tapering inflation to fast 
declining inflation to persistent inflation. 

Only time will tell what our future holds, and we look forward to sharing an update to this analysis later this 
year. 

STRONG BUILDING ACTIVITY SEEN AMID INDUSTRY CONSTRAINTS 

According to an AIA report, non-residential construction spending will rise 5.2 percent in 2022 and 6.1 
percent in 2023. The Dodge Momentum Index, another reliable barometer of the industry’s health, shows 
non-residential projects in planning at 6 percent higher in April at 164.8, five percent less than the record set 
in the fall of 2021.   

Significant activity is in the Sun Belt, where the constant migration of people and companies fuels construction. 
For example, reports show an astounding 43 high-rise towers going up in downtown Austin, Texas, over the 
next several years.

In Texas, subcontractors continue to use imported cement. It makes up for a deficit of the material produced 
in the state, reflecting strong demand for projects, especially in Austin and North Texas.

But it also reveals firms’ reliance on imports. Many expect cement prices to increase this summer, and 
shortages of other materials could result in extensive lead times and higher costs. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT OF ESCALATION 
NATIONAL AVERAGES

Persistent Elevated InflationFast Declining InflationActual Inflation Moderate Tapering Inflation

*This prediction is intended to be a generalized measure of non-residential building construction inflation, not project specific cost variability. The information is presented “as 
is” with no warranties, express or implied

12%

10%

8%

www.beckgroup.com
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MARKET INSIGHTS

THE UNIVERSITY OF TAMPA GRADUATE & HEALTH STUDIES BUILDING, TAMPA, FLORIDA

Robust construction activity is occurring in other areas. Our Colorado, Florida, Georgia and North Carolina 
offices report increased construction activity, and are experiencing bid escalations and supply disruptions. 

The Denver metro is experiencing high demand for multifamily and mixed-use projects. Existing and planned 
projects are plentiful in the Atlanta market, and subcontractors report substantial backlogs. 

Building activity in the Florida market remains healthy, bolstered by the state’s economy, which is expected 
to expand by 4 percent between now and 2024. The most significant demand for construction is education, 
healthcare and aviation.        

OWNERS ARE GETTING CREATIVE AND ACTING WITH GREATER URGENCY ON PROJECT BIDS

Building cost increases and other supply-side challenges are not dissuading owners from pursuing new 
projects. However, to be successful, owners realize it’s time to move past the outdated “status quo” and 
embrace flexibility and creativity while acting with urgency on bids.

For example, schedule-related constraints are a new norm in today’s market. Construction firms are in the 
middle of suppliers who can’t or won’t commit to pricing longer than ten days and owners with historically 
prolonged approval processes. This reality conflicts with the past when it was still possible to hold pricing 
for upwards of 60 days.

However, by being open to solutions like entering into earlier agreements with a general contractor and 
easing bidding requirements, an owner, contractor and trade partners can creatively work together. 
Combining strategies like these and our design-build delivery process allow owners to navigate challenges 
successfully while completing projects on schedule and budget.

www.beckgroup.com
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MARKET COST ANALYSIS

We poll our preconstruction experts on current market pricing conditions in the markets we serve. As a result, 
the prices on individual projects are subject to vary depending on a project’s scope. To learn more, contact 
your local expert on page 18 for a consultation and to provide an accurate estimate for your project.

OFFICE 

COST/SF 
ATLANTA AUSTIN CHARLOTTE

DALLAS/
FORT 

WORTH
DENVER FLORIDA

CORE & SHELL OFFICE BUILDING (1-4 STORIES) 
Cost represent a low-rise office building, utilizing a 
site-cast, tiltwall panel exterior façade with moderate 
architectural detailing and minimal exterior elements. 
Superstructure is comprised of steel joist/joist girder 
construction. Interior elements are limited to core/shell 
services only. Tenant improvements and sitework are 
excluded.

$150-184 $149-182 $146-178 $146-179 $154-188 $147-187

CORE & SHELL OFFICE BUILDING (4-6 STORIES) 
Cost represent a mid-rise office building, utilizing a CIP 
flat-plate superstructure. Exterior envelope is comprised of 
moderate architectural detailing, including 50% curtainwall 
elements and 50% solid materials. Interior elements are 
limited to core/shell services only. Tenant improvements, 
related parking, and sitework are excluded.

$185-225 $183-223 $179-218 $180-218 $188-229 $180-228

CORE & SHELL OFFICE BUILDING (7+ STORIES) 
Cost represent a high-rise office building, utilizing a CIP 
pan slab superstructure. Exterior envelope is comprised 
of moderate architectural detailing and 100% curtainwall 
materials. Interior elements are limited to core/shell 
servcies only. Tenant improvements, related parking, and 
sitework are excluded.

$197-247 $196-245 $191-240 $192-240 $201-252 $193-251

TENANT IMPROVEMENTS 
Cost represent interior finish-out of all non-core/shell 
spaces with moderate finishes, a blend of open-office and 
hard-wall personal and public meeting spaces, and average 
services/amenities. Excludes retail and/or restaurant 
spaces.

$78-150 $78-149 $76-145 $76-146 $80-153 $77-152

PARK PLACE, HOUSTON, TEXAS

www.beckgroup.com
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MARKET COST ANALYSIS

HEALTHCARE

COST/SF 
ATLANTA AUSTIN CHARLOTTE

DALLAS/
FORT 

WORTH
DENVER FLORIDA

ACUTE CARE HOSPITAL 
Cost represents a stand alone secondary/tertiary community 
care hospital including emergency services, diagnostic & 
treatment areas, imaging, inpatient beds, administration, 
and dining component. Exterior façade has moderate 
architectural detail and minimal exterior elements. Site 
costs are excluded.

$455-584 $451-579 $441-566 $442-568 $464-596 $444-593

FREE STANDING EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT
Cost represent single story free standing emergency 
department/urgent care clinic. Exterior façade has moderate 
architectural detail and minimal exterior elements. Site 
costs are excluded.

$541-661 $537-656 $525-642 $527-644 $553-675 $529-672

AMBULATORY SURGERY CENTER
Cost represents a stand alone 1-2 story outpatient surgery 
center with no inpatient care and minimal imaging. Exterior 
façade has moderate architectural detail and minimal 
exterior elements. Site costs are excluded.

$467-571 $464-567 $453-554 $455-556 $477-583 $456-580

COMMUNITY CARE CLINIC
Cost represents are low-rise community clinic building. 
Interior fit out is included at a “B” occupancy type level and 
assumes moderate clinical services, with potential for lab, 
pharmacy, imaging, and minor procedure space. Exterior 
façade has moderate architectural detail and minimal 
exterior elements. Site costs are excluded.

$371-453 $368-450 $360-440 $361-441 $379-463 $362-461

MEDICAL OFFICE BUILDING
Cost represents are low-rise medical office building. 
Interior fit out is included at a “B” occupancy type level and 
assumes minimal clinical services (no in house procedures 
or imaging components). Exterior façade has moderate 
architectural detail and minimal exterior elements. Site 
costs are excluded.

$384-484 $381-480 $373-469 $374-470 $392-494 $375-491

PATIENT FLOOR RENOVATIONS 
Cost represents full interior demolition and remodel of 
existing inpatient care floor. Cost includes infectious 
controls/protection of adjacent spaces. Cost assumes 
existing MEP services are sufficient to support the new 
space and significant upgrades to existing infrastructure are 
not included. Multiple phases or temporary relocations of 
existing services are not included.

$272-332 $270-330 $264-323 $265-323 $278-339 $266-338

EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT RENOVATIONS
Cost represents full interior demolition and remodel of 
existing emergency department. Cost includes infectious 
controls/protection of adjacent spaces. Cost assumes 
existing MEP services are sufficient to support the new 
space and significant upgrades to existing infrastructure are 
not included. Multiple phases or temporary relocations of 
existing services are not included.

$236-288 $234-286 $229-280 $230-281 $241-295 $231-293

DIAGNOSTIC & TREATMENT RENOVATIONS
Cost represents full interior demolition and remodel of 
existing diagnostic & treatment areas. Cost includes 
infectious controls/protection of adjacent spaces. Cost 
assumes existing MEP services are sufficient to support 
the new space and significant upgrades to existing 
infrastructure are not included. Multiple phases or 
temporary relocations of existing services are not included.

$316-386 $313-383 $306-374 $307-375 $322-394 $308-392

www.beckgroup.com
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MARKET COST ANALYSIS

 HIGHER EDUCATION
ATLANTA AUSTIN CHARLOTTE

DALLAS/
FORT 

WORTH
DENVER FLORIDA

RESIDENCE HALLS
Cost represent a mid-rise structure utilizing a CIP flat slab 
superstructure. Exterior envelope is comprised of moderate 
architectural detailing with 25% punched openings and 
75% solid materials. Interior elements include all areas 
from public, BOH & service areas, and residence rooms. 
Related ground and structured parking, FFE, and sitework 
are excluded.

$327-485 $324-482 $317-471 $318-472 $334-496 $319-493

GENERAL CLASSROOM AND OFFICE BUILDINGS 
Cost represent a mid-rise office building, utilizing a CIP 
flat-plate superstructure. Exterior envelope is comprised of 
moderate architectural detailing, including 50% curtainwall 
elements and 50% solid materials. Interior elements include 
all areas from public, BOH & service areas, classrooms and 
office. Related parking and sitework are excluded.

$381-519 $379-515 $370-504 $371-505 $390-530 $373-527

SCIENCE & LAB BUILDINGS
Cost represent a low to mid-rise building, utilizing a CIP pan 
slab plate superstructure. Exterior envelope is comprised of 
moderate architectural detailing, including 50% curtainwall 
elements and 50% solid materials. Interior elements include 
classrooms, research spaces, and laboratories. High-level 
BSL containment and other special considerations are 
excluded. Related parking and sitework are excluded.

$636-891 $631-885 $617-865 $619-867 $650-910 $621-906

RESIDENCE HALLS RENOVATION
Cost represent renovation of existing residence hall rooms, 
limited to new MEP systems, interior finishes and fixtures 
only. It specifically excludes reconfiguration or layout of 
spaces.

$261-294 $259-292 $253-285 $254-286 $267-300 $255-299

GENERAL CLASSROOM AND OFFICE BUILDINGS 
RENOVATION
Cost represent renovation of existing office and classrooms 
areas, limited to new MEP systems and interior finishes 
only. It specifically excludes reconfiguration of layout of 
spaces.

$200-244 $198-243 $194-237 $195-238 $204-250 $195-248

SCIENCE & LAB BUILDINGS RENOVATION
Cost represent renovation of existing office and classrooms 
areas, limited to new MEP systems and interior finishes 
only. It specifically excludes reconfiguration of layout of 
spaces.

$413-505 $410-501 $401-490 $402-491 $422-516 $404-513

TEC DE MONTERREY LIBRARY, MONTERREY, MEXICO

www.beckgroup.com
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MARKET COST ANALYSIS

 

 

FAITH-BASED
ATLANTA AUSTIN CHARLOTTE

DALLAS/
FORT 

WORTH
DENVER FLORIDA

WORSHIP SPACE
Cost represent a building whose program is primarily 
centered on a worship-type space, but may contain a 
mixture of other spaces. Structure types are generally one 
or two level structures and often include long-span trusses. 
Exterior envelope is comprised of 20% glass elements 
(mixed), and 80% solid materials. Interior elements include 
all areas from public, BOH, & service areas, classrooms and 
office. Related parking, sitework, and A/V finish-out are 
excluded.

$394-614 $391-609 $382-595 $383-597 $402-627 $385-624

CHAPEL
Cost represent a building whose program is primarily 
centered on a smaller, chapel type worship space. Structure 
types will vary greatly, as will exterior envelope. Full 
finishes of interior elements are included. Related parking, 
sitework, and A/V finish-out are excluded.

$436-680 $433-674 $423-659 $424-661 $445-694 $426-691

EDUCATION SPACE
Cost represent a building whose program is primarily 
centered on educational/classroom space. Structure types 
will vary greatly, as will exterior envelope options. Full 
finishes of interior element are included. Related parking 
and sitework are excluded.

$321-431 $319-428 $312-418 $313-419 $328-440 $314-438

OFFICE
Cost represent a building whose program is primarily 
centered on office and administrative space. Structure 
types will vary greatly, as will exterior envelope options. Full 
finishes of interior element are included. Related parking 
and sitework are excluded.

$263-321 $261-319 $255-312 $256-313 $268-328 $257-326

WORSHIP SPACE, RENOVATION
Cost represent renovation of existing worship and related 
spaces, limited to new MEP systems and interior finishes 
only. It specifically excludes reconfiguration of layout of 
spaces.

$167-205 $166-203 $162-199 $163-199 $171-209 $164-208

EDUCATION SPACE, RENOVATION
Cost represent renovation of educational spaces, limited to 
new MEP systems and interior finishes only. It specifically 
excludes reconfiguration of layout of spaces.

$194-237 $192-235 $188-230 $189-230 $198-242 $189-241

OFFICE, RENOVATION
Cost represent renovation of office and administrative 
spaces, limited to new MEP systems and interior finishes 
only. It specifically excludes reconfiguration of layout of 
spaces.

$164-200 $163-199 $159-194 $159-195 $167-205 $160-204

www.beckgroup.com
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MARKET COST ANALYSIS

HOSPITALITY

COST/KEY
ATLANTA AUSTIN CHARLOTTE

DALLAS/
FORT 

WORTH
DENVER FLORIDA

4 STAR HOTEL
Cost represent a high-rise structure utilizing a CIP flat slab 
superstructure. Exterior envelope is comprised of moderate 
architectural detailing with 50% curtainwall/punched 
glazing materials and 50% solid materials. Interior elements 
include all spaces from public lobby and amenity areas, 
BOH & service areas, and guest rooms. Related ground and 
structured parking, FFE, and sitework are excluded.

$194,090-
274,897

$192,600-
272,786

$188,322-
266,726

$188,823-
267,437

$198,202-
280,721

$189,645-
279,345

5 STAR HOTEL
Cost represent a high-rise structure utilizing a CIP flat 
slab superstructure. Exterior envelope is comprised of 
moderate architectural detailing with 50% curtainwall/
punched opening glazing materials and 50% solid materials. 
Interior elements include all spaces from public lobby and 
amenity areas, BOH & service areas, and guest rooms. 
Related ground and structured parking, FFE, and sitework 
are excluded.

$248,717-
352,267

$246,807-
349,561

$241,325-
341,797

$241,968-
342,707

$253,987-
359,730

$243,021-
357,967

POOL DECK
Cost represent construction and finishes for the pool deck 
existign above the structural level itself. This includes 
waterproofing, topping slab, pool construction, finish 
landscape and hardscape allowances.

$425-520 $422-516 $413-505 $414-506 $434-531 $416-528

RENOVATION 4 STAR
Cost represent renovation of existing rooms, limited to 
new MEP systems, interior finishes and fixtures only. It 
specifically excludes reconfiguration or layout of spaces.

$34,301-
44,482

$34,038-
44,141

$33,282-
43,160

$33,371-
43,275

$35,028-
45,425

$33,516-
45,202

RENOVATION 5 STAR
Cost represent renovation of existing rooms, limited to 
new MEP systems, interior finishes and fixtures only It 
specifically excludes reconfiguration or layout of spaces.

$58,802-
76,255

$58,351-
75,669

$57,055-
73,989

$57,207-
74,186

$60,048-
77,871

$57,456-
77,489

THE HOLDSWORTH CENTER, AUSTIN, TEXAS

www.beckgroup.com
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MARKET COST ANALYSIS

PARKING

COST/SPACE
ATLANTA AUSTIN CHARLOTTE

DALLAS/
FORT 

WORTH
DENVER FLORIDA

SURFACE PARKING
Cost represent a relatively flat site with cast-in-place 
concrete, parking striping, and appropriate signage.

$4,588-
5,607

$4,552-
5,564

$4,451-
5,440 

$4,463-
5,455 

$4,685-
5,726 

$4,483-
5,698

GARAGE PRECAST (ABOVE GRADE, 350 SF/SPACE)
Cost represent an efficient 3+ level, precast superstructure, 
with double-tees, sheer walls, topping slab, and spandrel 
panels serving as both vehicle impact barrier system and 
upgraded architectural façade elements. Limited interior 
finishes include some painting, a lobby allowance, and 
required vertical circulation. No below-grade parking. Other 
sitework is excluded.

$16,705-
33,057

$16,577-
32,803 

$16,209-
32,075 

$16,252-
32,160 

$17,059-
33,758 

$16,323-
33,592

GARAGE CAST IN PLACE (ABOVE GRADE, 350 SF/
SPACE) 
Cost represent an efficient 3+ level, CIP beam and slab 
superstructure, with barrier cable system as vehicle impact 
barrier, and architectural façade elements include screening, 
glass, or similar compliment to adjacent building. Limited to 
no interior finishes other than required vertical circulation. No 
below-grade parking. Other sitework is excluded.

$24,164-
40,377 

$23,979-
40,067 

$23,446-
39,177 

$23,509-
39,281

$24,676-
41,233 

$23,611-
41,031

ABOVE-GRADE PODIUM PARKING 
Cost represent an efficient 3+ level, CIP beam and slab 
superstructure, with barrier cable system as vehicle impact 
barrier, and architectural façade elements include screening, 
glass, or similar compliment to above building. Limited to no 
interior finishes other than required vertical circulation. No 
below-grade parking. Other sitework is excluded.

$37,654-
62,998

$37,365-
62,514

$36,535-
61,125

$36,632-
61,288

$38,451-
64,332

$36,791-
64,017

UNDERGROUND PARKING (400 SF/SPACE)
Cost represent an efficient 2-5 level below-grade parking 
structure. CIP flat-plate superstructure, with barrier cable 
system as vehicle impact barrier, and excavation retention 
system for basement walls. Limited to no interior finishes 
other than required vertical circulation. Other sitework is 
excluded.

$52,959- 
95,531

$52,552-
94,797 

$51,385-
92,691

$51,522-
92,938

$54,081-
97,555 

$53,816-
97,077

PARKLAND MAPLE AVENUE, DALLAS, TEXAS

www.beckgroup.com
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MARKET COST ANALYSIS

SITEWORK

COST/AC
ATLANTA AUSTIN CHARLOTTE

DALLAS/
FORT 

WORTH
DENVER FLORIDA

<5 ACRES, URBAN
Cost represent an urban site, less than 5 Acres in total 
area. Assumes a clear & grubbed site, and excludes 
demolition costs. Cost includes underground utilities from 
an accessible point at the perimeter of the site to a point of 
connection 5’ outside of the building, and allowances for 
landscaping, hardscaping, and parking area.

$463,796-
566,861

$460,234-
562,508

$450,011-
550,014

$451,210-
551,478

$473,622-
578,871

$453,174-
576,034

5-15 ACRES
Cost represent a site between 5-15 acres in total area. 
Assumes a clear & grubbed site, and excludes demolition 
costs. Cost includes underground utilities from an 
accessible point at the perimeter of the site to a point of 
connection 5’ outside of the building, and allowances for 
landscaping, hardscaping, and parking area.

$412,263-
503,877

$409,097-
500,007

$400,010-
488,901

$401,075-
490,203

$420,997-
514,552

$402,821-
512,030

>15 ACRES 
Cost represent a site greater than 15 acres in total area. 
Assumes a clear & grubbed site, and excludes demolition 
costs. Cost includes underground utilities from an 
accessible point at the perimeter of the site to a point of 
connection 5’ outside of the building, and allowances for 
landscaping, hardscaping, and parking area.

$360,730-
440,892

$357,960-
437,506

$350,009-
427,788

$350,941-
428,928

$368,373-
450,233

$352,468-
448,027

WEST END SQUARE PARK, DALLAS, TEXAS

www.beckgroup.com
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INDUSTRY INFLUENCERS

EMPLOYMENT AND EMPLOYMENT GROWTH

The national labor market is improving. Construction employment remains slightly below pre-pandemic levels 
and unemployment has returned to roughly what it was in 2019. However, there is a genuine shortage of labor 
in most markets. This appears to be due to older workers choosing to retire rather than risking contracting 
COVID. With that, it will take time to fill key positions. As volume increases and wages rise, it is expected 
more people will join the industry. 

CONSTRUCTION 2021 CONSTRUCTION 2022

NATIONAL 2021 NATIONAL 2022

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY

MONTHLY UNEMPLOYMENT PERCENTAGE
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Sources:  abc.org | ccorpinsights.com | aia.org | bls.gov

www.beckgroup.com
https://www.abc.org/
http://ccorpinsights.com
https://www.aia.org/
http://bls.gov
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INDUSTRY INFLUENCERS

INPUT PRICES AND CONSTRUCTION SPENDING

Construction input prices are increasing in the most recent reporting from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Producer Price Index data. 

Sources:  abc.org | bls.gov | census.gov | ccorpinsights.com

CONSTRUCTION SPENDING (IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS) 

% CHANGE APR ‘22 FROM -

DEC ‘21 JAN ‘22 FEB ‘22 MAR ‘22 APR ‘22 MAR ‘22 APR ‘21

Total Construction 1,668,718 1,719,129 1,736,213 1,740,614 1,744,801 0.2 12.3

Nonresidential 832,412 843,047 850,098 848,077 844,362 -0.4 6.6

Total Private Construction 1,319,698 1,367,135 1,384,932 1,387,907 1,394,715 0.5 15.3

Nonresidential 492,269 500,189 507,904 504,400 503,202 -0.2 10.1

Total Public Construction 349,020 351,994 351,281 352,708 350,086 -0.7 1.8

Nonresidential 340,142 342,859 342,194 343,677 341,160 -0.7 1.8

PRODUCER PRICE INDEX - LAST 12 MONTHS

Steel Pipe and Tube 57.2%

Copper and Brass Mill Shapes 48.9%       

Lumber and Plywood 48.6%     

Metal Bar Joists and Rebar  41.8%

Fabricated Structural Steel         34.2%

Aluminum Mill Shapes  31.9%      

Plastic Construction Products            27.5%

Sheet Metal Products 22.7%   

Gypsum Products 21.6%   

Insulation Materials 11.8%

Asphalt Roofing and Sliding 10.9%

Architectural Coatings 9.9%

Prestressed Concrete Products 9.3%

Precast Concrete Products 9.2%

Flat Glass 6.1%

AC Paving Mixtures and Blocks 5.9%

Construction Material and Eqpmt.           4.7%

Brick and Structural Clay Tile         4.3%

Concrete Block and Brick         4.0%

Ready-Mixed Concrete        3.2%

Concrete Pipe        2.2%

0.0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

www.beckgroup.com
http://abc.org
http://bls.gov
http://census.gov
http://ccorpinsights.com
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INDUSTRY INFLUENCERS

Sources:  enr.com | aia.org

AIA BILLINGS INDEX 

Architecture firm billings continued to experience strong growth in April, although the growth slowed from 
March. The current Architecture Billings Index of 56 indicates business conditions remain strong for most 
architecture. The value of new signed design contracts and inquiries into new projects remained strong as 
well. The indicators of future work have slowed in comparison to the elevated levels seen in mid-2021, overall 
it is a good sign of work in the pipeline for firms. 

INDUSTRY CONFIDENCE INDEX

Overall confidence in the market remains steady in Q1 at 61, rising one-point from the last quarter of 2021. 
The index fell the previous two quarters. The confidence index overall is optimistic but labor shortages, 
inflation, and project funding continue to remain top of mind.

ARCHITECTURE BILLINGS INDEX

Jan ‘22 Feb ‘22 Mar ‘22 Apr ‘22 May ‘22

56 5351 51 58

QUARTERLY CONFIDENCE INDEX

Q1 2021 Q2 2021 Q3 2021 Q4 2021 Q1 2022

60 6151 6568

www.beckgroup.com
http://enr.com
http://aia.org
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NATIONAL RESOURCES

AIA Architecture Billings Index 

ENR Quarterly Cost Reports

Dodge Data & Analytics Newsroom

ULI Industry Insights

FMI Insights

Cumming Insights Construction Market Analysis

Insights on Engineering, Construction & Building Materials

Below is a snapshot of what national publications report in the design and construction industry.

CLICK
HERE

CLICK
HERE

CLICK
HERE

CLICK
HERE

CLICK
HERE

CLICK
HERE

CLICK
HERE

www.beckgroup.com
https://www.aia.org/pages/6507373-abi-april-2022-architecture-firm-billings-
https://www.enr.com/articles/53831-2022-1q-cost-report-confidence-stays-steady-as-execs-wait-and-see
https://www.construction.com/news
https://urbanland.uli.org/
https://fmicorp.com/insights/construction-outlook
https://mcusercontent.com/f3fd6f149a0c039fb3efbd70f/files/dbf6b845-8836-9fde-321e-7b35c0889ca4/CCORP22Q1_MarketOverview_FINAL.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/engineering-construction-and-building-materials/our-insights
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CONTACT INFORMATION

For questions, please reach out to your market contact: 

ATLANTA 

Andi King
Director of Business Strategy
AndiKing@beckgroup.com
404 949 2379 

Jeff Landefeld
Preconstruction Director
JeffLandefeld@beckgroup.com
404 949 2308

Carter Vecera
Preconstruction Director
CarterVecera@beckgroup.com
512 997 5003

Ryan Therrell
Director of Client Services
RyanTherrell@beckgroup.com 
512 997 5013

AUSTIN/
HOUSTON 

Chad Prochaska
Preconstruction Director
ChadProchaska@beckgroup.com
214 303 6499

Arthur Mironchuk
Director of Client Services 
ArthurMironchuck@beckgroup.com 
214 303 6656

DALLAS 

Matt Murray 
Preconstruction Director
MattMurray@beckgroup.com
720 630 3075

Doug Spuler 
Principal, Architecture 
DougSpuler@beckarchitecture.com 
720 215 3238

DENVER

FLORIDA

FORT WORTH

MEXICO CITY

Jeff Ratcliff 
Regional Director 
JeffRatcliff@beckgroup.com
214 802 1538

Matt Young 
Director of Business Strategy
MattYoung@beckgroup.com 
908 283 2401

CHARLOTTE

Mark Mendelson
Preconstruction Director
MarkMendelson@beckgroup.com
813 282 3900

Caroline Vostrejs
Director of Client Services
CarolineVostrejs@beckgroup.com 
813 387 5339

Moises Ramirez
Director of Business Development
MoisesRamirez@beckgroup.com
55 2623 0325

Humberto Trevino
General Director
HumbertoTrevino@beckgroup.com
55 2623 0325

Jennifer Siehling 
Senior Preconstruction Manager
JenniferSiehling@beckgroup.com
214 300 5523

Scot Bennett
Regional Director
ScotBennett@beckgroup.com 
817 255 7808

www.beckgroup.com
mailto:AndiKing%40beckgroup.com?subject=Cost%20Report%20Question
mailto:JeffLandefeld%40beckgroup.com?subject=Cost%20Report%20Question
mailto:CarterVecera%40beckgroup.com?subject=Cost%20Report%20Question
mailto:RyanTherrell%40beckgroup.com?subject=Cost%20Report%20Question
mailto:ChadProchaska%40beckgroup.com?subject=Cost%20Report%20Question
mailto:ArthurMironchuck%40beckgroup.com?subject=Cost%20Report%20Question
mailto:MattMurray%40beckgroup.com?subject=Cost%20Report%20Question
mailto:DougSpuler%40beckarchitecture.com?subject=Cost%20Report%20Question
mailto:JeffRatcliff%40beckgroup.com?subject=Cost%20Report%20Question
mailto:MattYoung%40beckgroup.com?subject=Cost%20Report%20Question
mailto:MarkMendelson%40beckgroup.com?subject=Cost%20Report%20Question
mailto:CarolineVostrejs%40beckgroup.com?subject=Cost%20Report%20Question
mailto:MoisesRamirez%40beckgroup.com?subject=Cost%20Report%20Question
mailto:HumbertoTrevino%40beckgroup.com?subject=Cost%20Report%20Question
mailto:JenniferSiehling%40beckgroup.com?subject=Cost%20Report%20Question
mailto:ScotBennett%40beckgroup.com?subject=Cost%20Report%20Question
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